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	Abstract: The Advanced Metal Finishing Facility (AMFF) was designed and built to improve the plating process by reducing worker exposure to health hazards, reducing energy consumption and environmental pollutants, and improving plating quality.  The AMFF significantly reduces worker exposure to hazardous plating chemicals by separating the preparation area from the wet process area. The AMFF is equipped with nine automated process lines controlled by individual Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs), which allow the operators to operate the plating process from the unexposed preparation area.  Removal of the operator from the hazardous environment reduces their exposure to dangerous chemicals such as caustics, acids, cyanide, heavy metals, and other carcinogens. The PLCs contain saved process recipes that require the operator to load the parts on racks and select the appropriate recipes for production.  These recipes improve quality of the plating by removing the potential for operator error and deviation. The PLCs also allow for easier modification and troubleshooting of processes since all recipes and parts scheduled are documented, reviewed, and edited electronically.  As part of the automated process lines, the AMFF is equipped with an adaptable overhead crane structure and an automated process tank chemical addition system.  This technology reduces the manual labor required by the plater to improve ergonomic efficiency, and further removes the plater from the hazardous environment by making the chemical additions remotely. The facility minimizes maintenance worker exposure in the wet process area by strategic location of mechanical systems away from hazardous areas, inclusion of process tank safety shields, and separation of plater and maintenance work aisles.The AMFF also has systems in place to reduce hazards to the natural environment. Designed with an internal waste water treatment facility and rinse water recycle system, the AMFF mitigates pollutants and wastes released to the surrounding environment.  The installation of high capacity ventilation systems and upgraded air scrubbers reduces air emissions and improves the quality of air in the facility for the platers. The recycle systems and reduction of chemical evaporation at the source help improve efficiency and contributes to the facility’s LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) Certification.  Efficiency is also improved by upgraded quality assurance measures such as the relocation of the quality lab to within the AMFF to eliminate delay time for tests.  Capacity is further increased by the scale of the AMFF.  The facility has 155 process tanks, ranging in size from 500 to 10,000 gallons with additional space for expansion.  The increased size of process tanks allows for processing of larger parts which enables AMFF to support a larger workload. Overall, the AMFF has increased the ability of the plating process to keep the worker and environment safe, ensure quality, improve efficiency and provide the DOD with a state of the art plating facility for all foreseeable future workload demands.


